stm goods

smarter than most

collection features
smarter protection

SLINGTECH

™

Not just padding. Your device is suspended away from the edge
of the pack, isolating it from the bump zone. Because the best
impact protection is impact prevention.

smarter organisation

TECH INNOVATIONS
How we topped our remarkable CableReady™ system that lets you
charge on-the-go with cords out of sight: we added an inventive
AirPod pocket and ingenious earbud keeper.

smarter travel

L UGG A GE PA SS-T HROUGH
PassPort securely and easily connects your pack or brief to other
baggage items. It’s also integrated with the lumbar support of the
back panel. Just our way of taking the lug out of luggage.

smarter design

WATER REPELLENT
Multiple layers of polyurethane plus DWR C6 coating form a virtually
impenetrable shield to keep water out of your bag. And because
our goods are built to last a lifetime, it’s friendlier to the environment
(so no matter what colour bag you choose, it’s going to be green).

COMFORTCARRY

™

Our air channel back-panel-and-yoke system wraps around you to
provide improved weight distribution. In other words: maximum comfort.

myth
18L backpack

the smarter bag.

™

Teeming with innovative features,
destined to be a true classic

DESIGNED FOR

UP TO

You can have a bag with style or one with substance, but not both…or so we’ve long been told. But that fable
has officially been debunked. This amazing backpack will please the right brain with its fashion-forward looks,
while satisfying the left brain with an array of groundbreaking features.

DIMENSIONS

45.0 x 29.0 x 15.0 cm | 17.7 x 11.4 x 5.9 in

WEIGHT

1.0 kg | 2.2 lbs

Smarter Features

CAPACITY

18.0 L | 1098.43 in3

COLOURWAY

SKUS

»

SlingTech™ suspends laptop away from edge of
the pack, isolating it from the bump zone

»

PassPort securely and easily connects your
backpack to other baggage items

»

Remarkable CableReady™ system lets you charge
on-the-go with cords out of sight

»

Water repellent C6DWR coating applied to fabric

granite black

STM-117-186P-01

»

»

AirPod pocket offers quick, easy access to
your wireless headphones

Air channel back panel system promotes air
flow, keeps you cool and comfortable

slate blue

STM-117-186P-02

»

STM-117-186P-04

Dedicated place to keep ear buds safely
stowed, corralled, and untangled

Reverse coil zippers protect teeth, keep
moisture and grunge out

windsor wine

»

»

Portable power pocket provides a single,
central place to store charging items

»

Internal fleece lined sunglasses pocket

»

Fleece-lined laptop section cradles your tech gear

»

ComfortCarry™ harness features ergonomic
curved fit, provides ideal weight distribution

»

TPU coated webbing handles with rivets
ensures durability

MATERIALS
granite black

300D x 400D Poly

NüSeal Laminate

slate blue

300D x 600D
Nylon/Poly Blend

NüSeal Laminate

windsor wine

300D x 600D Poly
Triple Diamond Rip

2 Time Polyurethane
Laminate

